PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE 24 NOVEMBER 2020
FIRST ADDENDUM: AMENDMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON AGENDA ITEMS
Page Number

Report Changes

Decision Letter Changes

ITEM 3

19/03669/FUL
339 Norwood Road and 3 Thurlow Park Road
Page
Number
23

Report Changes

Include an additional paragraph after paragraph 3.2.9 to clarify the comparison of the current scheme with previously refused
scheme in terms of quality of accommodation and heights scale and massing.

Decision
Letter
Changes

No

Application 14/04151/FUL was refused on one ground only which related to the quality of the accommodation of the proposed flats.
Many of the flats were undersized. The proposed development has overcome this reason for refusal, and all flats are high quality,
meet minimum space standards, are dual aspect and will receive good levels of daylight.
Applications ref 08/03908/FUL and ref 07/02362/FUL were refused for a number of reasons including design related reasons (see
Section 401 of the PAC report for the full list of reasons for refusal). As discussed within the design section below, the detailed design
of the current scheme has been improved and is now of a high quality design located on a prominent corner plot which can support a
higher scale of development subject to its detailed design. The proposed development now represents a gateway development to
Tulse Hill as supported by LLP policy PN7. In addition, the policy context has changed since previous decisions were made. Policy H2
of the draft London Plan is a new policy and the explanatory text at paragraph 4.2.1 states that increasing the rate of housing delivery
from small sites is a strategy priority. This policy is discussed further later in this addendum.
29

Insert the planning enforcement history beneath paragraph 4.3.2. as this has not been included within the Committee Report.
Planning Enforcement History

No

17/00017/3S215 - 339 Norwood Road SE24 9AH - Enforcement Notice Served 10.01.2017 - ‘Section 215 case and change of use of
ground floor commercial unit and forecourt to car wash’.
16/00143/3COU - 339 Norwood Road SE24 9AH - Open 08.03.2016 and Closed 12.12.2019 - ‘Use of the land and premises for vehicle
hire. 31/8/18, a new retail unit has opened in the office area of the premises.’
12/00169/3DEV - 339 Norwood Road And 3 Thurlow Park Road - Open 03.04.2012 and Closed 17.11.2015 - ‘Erection of a green metal
structure and the use of the premises for the sale and fitting of car tyres and car sales.’
11/00356/3DEV - 339 Norwood Road And 3 Thurlow Park Road - Open 17.08.2011 and Closed 10.02.2012 - ‘Erection of a metal
maintenance shed and storage of cars at the rear of this property’.
35

40

Update the Column heading the letters of support to clarify that 14 letters of support were received from residential properties as
follows: 1 letter from Beulah Hill Upper Norwood, 1 letter from Nuthurst Avenue Streatham Hill, 2 letters from Thurlow Park
Road, 1 letter from St Faiths Road, 1 letter from Palace Road, 1 letter from Maley avenue, 1 letter from Deronda Road, 6 letters
from properties on Romola Road.
Grounds of Support from Neighbouring Properties.
Include an additional paragraph after the last sentence of paragraph 7.1.2 to further clarify how the planning history of the
existing site has been concluded by Officers.

No

No

With regard to the above, Officers have taken a view that as there have been periods of commercial activity operating on this site
without planning approval and also that application ref. 16/06088/LDCE failed to demonstrate through evidence that the lawful use
was for car sales and vehicle hire (Use Class A1/Sui Generis). However, on balance and for the purposes of applying the Development
Plan; Officers have concluded that the most likely land use would be a Sui Generis use.
41

Replace the first sentence of paragraph 7.3.6 to as below to clarify that the site is vacant, and the Officer assessment has taken
into account the wider economic/jobs implications of the proposed residential use.
Officers have not carried out an assessment of the wider job implications of the site which is now vacant; however as this site is
regarded as a low employment generating site then it follows that any indirect employment will equally be low given the history of
uses.

No

42

42

Include the following paragraph after the last sentence of paragraph 7.4.2 to clarify the updated policy approach to nominated
density range.
The site is located in an area with a high PTAL (6a excellent) and as required by DLP policy H2(a) it is expected to support a higher
density of development. It is also noted that the density matrix has now been removed from the Draft London Plan. The GLA now
advise that the appropriate density of a site should be arrived at through a design led approach, taking into account the site context
and infrastructure capacity. Paragraph 122 of the NPPF (2019) – ‘achieving appropriate densities’ requires planning policies and
planning decisions to support development that makes efficient use of land, taking into account a range of contextual factors such as
the need of different housing types.
Insert new paragraphs after paragraph 7.4.1 to clarify that Draft London Plan policy H2 applies.
7.4.1.1

DLP policy H2 states:

Boroughs should pro-actively support well-designed new homes on small sites (below 0.25 hectares in size) through both planning
decisions and plan-making in order to:
1) significantly increase the contribution of small sites to meeting London’s housing needs
2) diversify the sources, locations, type and mix of housing supply
3) support small and medium-sized housebuilder
4) support those wishing to bring forward custom, self-build and community-led housing
5) achieve the minimum targets for small sites set out in Table 4.2 as a component of the overall housing targets set out in Table 4.1.
The application site has an area of approx. 0.149 and therefore DLP policy H2 applies. In the above policy context this small site
would help and is expected to deliver the housing London needs which is a strategic priority for the Mayor. The proposal would also
have a number of additional benefits as it would help a medium sized developer creating new homes in London. It would help
diversify the location, type and dwelling mix of new housing and increase housing in an accessible part of London. In addition, the
provision of additional housing in this location would also help support the economy of the nearby West Norwood District centre. As
such the proposal would result in the incremental intensification of an existing residential area with a high PTAL of 6a and within
200m of a railway station and would be in compliance with DLP policy H2.
7.4.1.2 In addition supporting paragraph 11.100 of DLLP policy PN7 West Norwood/Tulse Hill States that the London Plan identifies
West Norwood/Tulse Hill district centre as having high residential growth potential. In the town centre, larger sites with potential to
deliver new housing include Site 18. Large sites in the wider West Norwood/Tulse Hill area include West Norwood Lawn Tennis Club

No

and land on the corner of Avenue Park Road. New housing may also come forward as part of mixed-use developments in the West
Norwood Creative Business Cluster. There is scope for further residential growth on small sites and this is likely to be delivered by the
extension/redevelopment and conversion of existing housing stock as well as new build residential and mixed-use development.
Additional development within residential curtilages may come forward where site circumstances permit.
43

Include an additional paragraph after the last sentence of paragraph 7.6.3 to clarify that Officers have sought the maximise
affordable housing provision consistent with LLP policy, the Draft London Plan and the Mayors Fast Track approach.

No

As stated within the paragraph 7.1.2 above Officers have concluded that the most likely land use of the site has been Sui Generis and
as such there would not be a net loss of industrial land for DLP policy H4(a)(5) to be applicable in this instance. Therefore, the
Applicant has met the Mayors Fast Track Approach and would deliver 35% affordable housing on-site without public subsidy which is
the maximum affordable housing provision the scheme could deliver in the current policy context.
61

Include a sentence after the last sentence of section 9.10.4 to clarify where the £1,300. financial contribution would be applied.

No

Although older children (11 to 17 year olds) living in the development would need to cross St Faiths Road and Norwood Road to get
to the play space in Brockwell Park. The financial contribution would be spent on improving the play space in Brockwell Park and this
is consistent with the approach of LP policy 3.6 and its supporting paragraph 3.41.
71

Include the two CGI’s shown below to illustrate how the 30 (24 additional ) trees secured by condition 11 would be integrated
within a high-quality scheme of landscaping which would be both along the street frontage and within the communal garden area
to the rear.

No

Figure 38a: Illustration of the landscaping and trees within the roof top garden to be secured by condition 11.
76

Insert a new paragraph after the last sentence of paragraph 14.1.4 to clarify that the application is not referable to the Mayor and
although Draft London policy SI2 (f) would not be applicable the development would be compliant with parts (a), (b) and (c) of this
policy.

No

Policy SI2 of the Intend to Publish London Plan (2019) sets out policies to minimise greenhouse gas emissions. Part F of this policy
relates to embodied carbon and it states that “development proposals referable to the Mayor should calculate whole life-cycle
carbon emissions though a nationally recognised Whole Life-Cycle Assessment and demonstrate actions taken to reduce life-cycle
carbon emissions”.
The scheme is not referable to the Mayor due to its small scale, and therefore it is not a policy requirement for the site for it to be
assessed how it could reduce embodied carbon.
Nevertheless, the scheme does make contributions to carbon reduction and improved sustainability which are suitable for a scheme
of this scale. It will provide a reduction in carbon emissions of 37% beyond Building Regs requirements – therefore meeting the
London Plans requirement for 35% reduction. The scheme will also contribute positively to sustainability through the provision of
solar panels at roof level and by way of providing a car-free scheme with a large amount of cycle parking.
72

Include the Image below after paragraph 13.6.1 to clarify that 4 servicing and delivery trips are expected each day (using TRICS
methodology), and that this will take place from the loading bay to be created below.

Figure 39a: Proposed Loading Bay location Thurlow Park Road

ITEM 4
Application 20/02203/VOC – Tesco Stores, 275 Kennington Lane and 145-149 Vauxhall Street London SE11
Page Number
122

Report Changes
New figure and text below paragraph 5.2
Eighth Floor Plan consented (left) and proposed (right)

Decision Letter
Changes
No

The three units that are lost are shown on the left floor plan in the above image. They are the three x 3-bed units
located in the south-east corner of Block G on the eighth floor. These units would be reconfigured and the
floorplate extended to provide three x 1-bed, two x 2-bed and one x 3-bed dwelling. The loss of these three x 3bed dwellings is more than made up by six new 3-bed dwellings provided across the development. The
reconfiguration is required so that access can be provided to the roof terrace (which is now on the eight floor
rather than the seventh) and so that a balanced mix of units is provided within the design constraints of the
proposal.
123

New bullet point under paragraph 5.5:

No

A number of changes are proposed to the ground floor of Block G. Figure 5 below shows the consented and
proposed layout. The proposed changes are as follows:


Shorten and straighten the west facing residential entrance (highlighted red in on the west side of the
floor plan)



Rearrange commercial units to create four units and provide 105 sqm of additional commercial space
(highlighted in yellow)

125



Reconfigure cycle parking to allow for increase cycle parking provision (highlighted in blue)



Removal of bin holding area (see revised paragraph 18.2 of this addendum for more detail)

Correction to application reference in paragraph 8.8
An application has been submitted for the redevelopment of the site immediately to the east on
Montford Place. It’s currently a worksite for TfL for the Northern Line Extension and fell within the
OAKDA masterplan area. The application was received in May 2020 (ref: 20/00186/FUL) (ref: 20/01086/FUL) is
for the following development:

No

130

Revised paragraph 11.3
The amendments would also increase the area of flexible commercial space from 1,159sqm to 1,264sqm (an
increase of 105sqm). Under the original application, the development was subjected to the sequential test as it
proposed town centre uses outside of a designated town centre.

The sequential test is set out under para 86 of the NPPF and states that main town centre uses, such as retail,
should be located in town centres, then in edge of centre locations; and only if suitable sites are not available (or
expected to become available within a reasonable period) should out of centre sites be considered. The original
application was supported by a retail impact assessment which applied the sequential test. The sequential test is
based on the net additional retail sales floorspace to be provided. The consented development would provide up
to 462sqm net additional retail floorspace if all of the flexible commercial units are used exclusively for retail. This
is unlikely but must be assumed for the purposes of the assessment.

The sequential test must be applied to the whole of the proposed development, that is, the proposed
development cannot be disaggregated into separate land use elements in order that the component parts be
fitted onto smaller sites. The sequential test is a real-world test and the identification of any alternative sites
must be commercially realistic and not unduly alter the nature of the overall development proposed. In terms of
availability, the policy expects that alternative sites should be available within a reasonable time period – no
definitive timeline is given – but typically availability has been considered as immediate i.e. at the time the
sequential test was being carried out. The retail impact assessment found that there are no other sites that are
large enough (approximately 1.36ha) to accommodate the proposed mix of uses. The vacant sites available in
the nearby centres are all small units between 40-165sqm in area.

The proposed amendment to Block G would result in an additional 105sqm of flexible commercial space due to a
more efficient ground floor layout. This amendment would not allow the development to be accommodated on

No

the alternative sites identified in the retail impact assessment nor are there any new alternative sites that could
accommodate the development.

The retail impact assessment also considered the impact on the vitality and viability of nearby centres. This
impact is assessed by comparing the retail turnover of the existing and proposed uses. It was found that there
would be little change in turnover and that there would be little potential for diversion of trade away from existing
centres. In fact, the addition of new residential units on the site is expected to increase household spending in
the area thereby supporting nearby centres. For this reason, it is considered that the addition of 105sqm of
flexible commercial space would not have a harmful impact on nearby centres.

The increase in floorspace is therefore considered to comply with the sequential test and cause no harm to
nearby centres in compliance with LP Policy 4.7, LLP Policies ED2, ED6, ED7, ED9 and PN8.
130

Revised paragraph 11.4

No

New Use Class Order
11.4 The beginning of the agenda pack includes a guide to the Use Classes Order in England (PDF page 10).
Until 1 September 2020, there were four classes, A-D, each containing a number of subgroups. Since then, a
significant reform of the Use Class Order has taken place, with the removal of the A, B1 and D use classes and
the introduction of Classes E, F.1 and F.2. These changes were introduced by the Government with the intention
of affording more flexibility on how retail and commercial buildings can be used.

Use

Use Class Pre-1st September

Use Class Post-1st September

Retail

A1

E

financial and professional services

A2

E

café or restaurant

A3

E

Pub or drinking establishment

A4

Sui Generis

Takeaway

A5

Sui Generis

office

B1a

E

research and development

B1b

E

light industrial

B1c

E

non-residential institutions (e.g.

D1

E

D1

F.1

D2

Sui Generis

Gyms, indoor recreation

D2

E

Community hall or meeting place

D2

F.2

Indoor or outdoor swimming baths,

D2

F.2

clinics, nurseries, health centre)
Education, places or worship,
libraries
Cinemas, concert halls, bingo halls
and dance halls

skating rinks, and outdoor sports
or recreations

11.5 The original planning permission referred to A1, B1 and A1/A2/A3/B1 uses and as this current s73 was
submitted before the 1st of September 2020, it must be determined in accordance with these previous use
classes. However, once the development is completed and these uses are firmly established, these uses would
fall within the new use classes and it would be possible for the uses to change other uses within the relevant E,
F.1 or F.2 class without planning permission. Therefore, conditions would be imposed restricting any change of
use without further planning permission.

131

New footnote to paragraph 12.1

No

The Mayor’s Affordable Housing and Viability SPG (2017) set the requirement for measuring affordable housing
by habitable room. This is now carried forward under Policy H5 of the draft London Plan and Policy H2 of the
draft Lambeth Local Plan. Affordable housing is required to be measured by habitable room so that the
percentage more accurately reflects the portion of a development that is affordable when the affordable element
consists of a variety of unit sizes, including family sized homes. Measuring by habitable room has the effect of
encouraging the provision of larger homes, which is of particular importance in Lambeth given the need for such
homes.

134

New tables beneath paragraph 12.10

No

Overall housing mix
Proposed

Low Cost
Rented
Intermediate
(shared
ownership)
Private/Market
Total

Studio

1bed
33

2bed
37

3bed
49

Total
119

1

29

24

7

61

36
37

189
251

150
212

31
86

406
586

1bed
28%

2bed
31%

3bed
41%

100%

48%

39%

11%

100%

Overall housing mix by percentage
Studio
Proposed
Low Cost
Rented
Intermediate
2%
(shared
ownership)

Private/Market
Total

9%
6%

46%
43%

37%
36%

8%
15%

100%
586

Policy targets for dwelling size mix by percentage under adopted Policy H4
Studio 1bed
2bed
3bed
Target
100%
Low Cost
<20% 20-50%
40%
Rented
100%
Intermediate
<20% 20-50%
40%
(shared
ownership)
Private/Market Balanced mix incl. family sized homes
Policy targets for dwelling size mix by percentage under draft Policy H4.
Studio 1bed
2bed
3bed
Target
100%
Low Cost
<25% 20-60%
30%
Rented
Intermediate
(shared
Balanced mix incl. family sized homes
ownership)
Private/Market

141

New table below paragraph 14.1
Density Matrix from the London Plan.

No

The site is considered to be in an ‘urban’ setting and the London Plan recommends a density range of 200-700
hr/ha. The consented development had a density of 1,392 of hr/ha and the proposed development would
increase the density to 1,433 hr/ha.
141

Additional text to paragraph 14.3
All of the proposed units would meet the minimum space requirements set out in National Space Standards and
provide adequate room sizes, storage space and floor to ceiling heights (2.5m). Almost all of the additional
units would have the same size and layout as units present elsewhere in the consented scheme. New
layouts are introduced for those units which are located within the top floor set-backs but these units
would still be of comparable size to other units within the development.

No

149

Revised Paragraph 18.2

Additional cycle parking would be provided to accommodate the extra units through more efficient layouts on the
ground floor. In the image below, the cycle parking areas are shown in blue. Cycle parking provision would
comply with draft London Plan standards:


Residential: 324 Long-stay spaces and 6 short stay spaces



Flexible commercial 5 long-stay space and 39 short stay spaces

Cycle storage would be in a mix of two tier racks and Sheffield Hoops to accommodate a range of different cycle
types and sizes. Final details for both cycle storage and refuse would be secured by condition (58 and 63
respectively).

Additional refuse storage would be provided to accommodate the additional units. In the consented scheme,
Block G contained an area for the bins to be held prior to their collection. This space would be removed and the
bins would be transferred using an electric tug vehicle to a central holding area in Block A where they will await
collection.

No

150

New paragraph 19.4
Whole life-cycle carbon emissions.

19.4 Policy SI2 F of the draft London Plan introduces a requirement to calculate the whole life-cycle emissions of
the development through a nationally recognised Whole Life-Cycle Carbon Assessment. Whole Life-Cycle

No

carbon assessment includes not only the regulated emissions considered under current energy assessments but
also the following:


Unregulated emissions, i.e . those associated with cooking and small appliances



Embodied emissions, i.e. those associated with raw material extraction, manufacture and transport of
building materials and construction)



Emissions associated with maintenance, repair and replacement as well as dismantling, demolition and
eventual material disposal

The Mayor intends to publish guidance on the approach to whole life-cycle carbon emissions assessments,
including when they should take place, what they should contain and how information should be reported.

The original application pre-dated this policy requirement so a whole life-cycle assessment has not been
undertaken. Due to the size of the amendment proposed under this application relative to the original consent, it
is not considered a requirement to undertake a whole life-cycle assessment for this development.

148

New paragraph 15.18A
Impact on Proposed Development at Montford Place (ref: 20/01086/FUL)
An application for the redevelopment Land to the east of Montford Place, opposite the site, has been submitted
and is under consideration. Although the development has not been consented and therefore does not form part
of the ‘baseline scenario’, the applicant has undertaken an assessment of potential daylight and sunlight impact
on this development.

3D image showing the proposed Block G (dark grey) and proposed development at Montford Place (orange).

No

As a result of the proposed additional height to Block G, 37 of the 363 habitable rooms within Montford Place
would experience ADF reductions of 0.1 percentage points. This degree of reduction is considered not to
materially alter the daylight amenity of these rooms. Furthermore, only two of these 37 rooms would go from
being in line with or above guidance, to falling marginally short of recommendation. These are two living rooms,
located on the 5th floor of Block A and the 8th floor of Block B respectively, which achieve 1.5% ADF with the

consented Block G and 1.4% ADF with the proposed amendments. Their location is illustrated in the floorplans
below.

In respect of sky visibility, measured by NSL, only one room on the 8th floor of Block B, illustrated in the floorplan
below, would go from an NSL level in line with guidance (84%) to below guidance (67%). However, it will still
retain sky visibility to more than half of the room, which is considered reasonable in an urban location.

In terms of sunlight, only one living room, located on the 6th floor of Block B and illustrated in the floorplan
above, would go from an APSH level just in line with guidance (25%) to just below (24%). This is considered a
technical failure which will not affect the enjoyability of sunlight within this room.

In summary, the proposed amendment would cause only a minor impact on the daylight and sunlight of the
proposed development on Montford Place.

ITEM 5
20/02374/RG3 Flats 24 To 66 Fenwick Place, London, SW9 9NW
Page
Number
192

Report Changes

Revised paragraph 4 of the Executive Summary to read:

Decision
Letter
Changes
No

The development would be car free, with occupants of the residential units not eligible for parking permits (although future
residents relocating from the Fenwick Estate will retain their eligibility for an estate parking permit).
200

Updated image provided for Figure 12

Figure 12 Block A and B viewed from Fenwick Place (Source: Materials Addendum)(updated to reflect the correct
brick colour).

No

202

Updated image provided for Figure 16:

No

Figure 16 Communal amenity area (Source: Materials Addendum)(updated to reflect brick colour ).
206

Revised set of Transport Comments:
Transport (14/08/2020 and 21/09/2020) - No objection subject to condition and securing s106 obligations and financial
contributions covering:
•
Construction Logistics plan (Condition 4)
•
Details relating to cycle parking (Condition 34)
S106
•
Car parking permit free (although no objection to future residents relocating from the Fenwick Estate
retaining their eligibility for an estate parking permit).
•
3-year car club membership for occupants of each new residential unit

No

•
211

Disabled parking contribution of £20,000 for the implementation and maintenance of two on street disabled parking
bays

Revised paragraph 10.5
10.5

214

In terms of floorspace, the Revised Planning Statement submitted in support of the application confirms that there
are 18 existing affordable units on the site providing 522sqm (and 18 habitable rooms) of social rent tenure
floorspace. The proposal would result in these being demolished and would re-provide 11 affordable units,
delivering 863sqm 917sqm of affordable floorspace (40 habitable rooms). Of the replacement affordable
floorspace, 740sqm (32 habitable rooms) would be secured as council level rent and 177sqm (8 habitable Rooms)
would be secured as shared ownership.
Updated image provided for Figure 21a:

No

Figure 21a: CGI of the entrance to the communal amenity area (Source: Materials Addendum) (updated to reflect
brick colour and to provide a clearer image).

No

216

Revised paragraph 10.24
10.24

216

To make the proposed development at Fenwick Place acceptable in planning terms alternative estate amenity land
needs to be provided, thus a scheme to deliver this needs to be submitted to and approved by the council. To this
end, the applicant has indicated they could undertake improvements to the amenity land fronting 81-147 (odd)
Fenwick Place. It is recommended that these measures are secured via the wider Grampian condition (condition
41) which requires a s106 agreement to be entered into, the heads of terms of which have been agreed with the
applicant and once signed would secure the improvements referenced in the submitted document ‘Fenwick Place
Landscape Enhancements (Revision 001), prepared by Outerspace, dated 20.10.2020. A cascade mechanism
will ensure that if, for any reason, the applicant is unable to carry out the approved works, a commuted
sum can be paid to the Council so that the works can be carried out on the applicant’s behalf.
Revised paragraph 10.25:

No

10.25

218

The scheme to provide alternative estate amenity land in accordance with policy EN1, must be delivered prior to the
occupation of the proposed development which would be stated in the s106 agreement (secured via Grampian
condition 41) and would require:
The scheme (and relevant costings) to be submitted and approved by the council (which may require the
submission of an application for planning permission)
Revised paragraph 10.39 and new figure 22a:

No

10.39

The density of the development would be 400 habitable rooms per hectare (hr/ha) or 135 units per hectare which is
comfortably within the range (200-700hr/ha) set out for sites with a PTAL of 4 to 6 in an urban location in Table 3.2
of the LP (see figure 22a below). Whilst the proposed development falls within the relevant density range, it
should be noted that the ranges set out in Table 3.2 are a guide. The approach of applying these density ranges
has not been carried through to the DLP which instead seeks to ensure density is optimised through good design
that responds to a site’s constraints and opportunities.

No

Figure 22a: Table 3.2 of the LP showing density ranges

219

Revised paragraph 10.46:
10.46

219

The initial assessment carried out by AY identified that whilst there was disparity on some of the inputs into the
viability assessment report and addendum between the consultants, both viability consultants (Savills and AY) are
in agreement that the proposed affordable housing offer of 50% affordable housing (by habitable room) and the
proposed tenure split of 80% low cost rent /20% intermediate (shared ownership) is the maximum reasonable
amount deliverable on the site at this time.

New paragraph 10.46a inserted after 10.46 and new Table No. 2:
10.46a

No

To resolve the disparity on the inputs, a Viability Addendum Report was submitted (prepared by Savills,
dated November 2020) and reviewed by AY in a letter (dated 17/11/2020). The letter confirms the following:

No

Input/Output

At Submission

Independent
Review

Final agreed
position

Commentary

Cost of
construction
(£/sqft)

£7,718,939

£7,045,000

£7,045,000

Residential
Values

£886/sqft

£941/sqft

£914/sqft

Profit level
(%GDV)

Private Sales: 20%
of GDV
Affordable: 6% of
GDV

20% of the GDV for
the private units,
and 6% of the GDV
for the affordable
homes

Sales fees and
marketing

Sales Agent: 1.5%
Sales Legal: 0.5%
Marketing: 1%

20% of the GDV
for the private
units, and 6% of
the GDV for the
affordable
homes
Sales Agent: 2%
Sales Legal: 0.5%

Whilst the applicant has
reduced their build cost
estimate, AY have maintained
their previous cost position
based on advice from an
independent Quantity
Surveyor
With regards to sales values,
a mid-point sales rate of
£914/sqft has been agreed
Agreed in accordance with
policy

Sales Agent: 2%
Sales Legal: 0.5%
Marketing included
in agent fee

The applicant has agreed to
AY’s marketing and disposal
fee allowance of 2.5%

Finance Costs

6.75%

Marketing
included in agent
fee
6.5%

Benchmark Land
Value

£1,820,000

£1,115,000

£1,420,000

Construction
programme

Pre-Construction: 6
Months
Construction: 24
months

Pre-Construction:
0 Months
Construction: 15
months

Pre-Construction: 0
Months
Construction: 15
months

Ground Rents

Nil

£400 per unit @
5.5%

£400 per unit @
5.5%

6.5%

The applicant has agreed to
AY’s finance rate of 6.5%
The applicant’s addendum
highlighted an error AY’s Land
Value Benchmark calculation
which AY have accepted and
have updated the Land Value
Benchmark accordingly.
A 15-month allowance for
build timescales has been
maintained (in the absence of
any evidence to substantiate
the applicant’s position that
the scheme will take 24
months to delivery)
Ground rents have been
inserted into the applicant’s
development appraisal

Table No. 2: Viability discussions

219

New paragraph 10.46b inserted after 10.46a:

No

10.46b These agreed inputs have been used to re-assess the viability of the proposal and shows a development cost
inclusive of finance and land of circa £10,200,000. When deducted from the GDV of circa £12,290,000, this
option produces a profit of circa £2,085,000 that equates to 16.97% on GDV and 20.45% on costs. This
profit broadly equates to a combined developer’s profit margin of 20% of the GDV for the private units, and
6% of the GDV for the affordable housing. Consequently, the letter re-confirms that the scheme is
incapable of providing any additional affordable housing and AY consider the proposed scheme to be the
maximum amount that can be provided at this time.
220

Revised paragraph 10.51 and Figure 22b inserted below:
10.51

Policy H2 of the LLP seeks to maximise affordable housing delivery in Lambeth. Policy H2 (a) (i) sets out that in a
development providing 10 or more residential units, 50% of homes should be affordable where public subsidy is

No

available or 40% without subsidy. LLP Policy H2(a)(iii) seeks 70% of new affordable housing units to be for social
and affordable rent and 30% as intermediate provision. The proposal would deliver 50% affordable housing
(measured by habitable rooms and 41% by unit). The tenure split proposed is 73% social rent and 27%
intermediate shared ownership respectively by unit and 80% social rent and 20% intermediate shared ownership by
habitable room (see figure 22b below). Whilst the proposed tenure mix is not in strict accordance with the
requirements of Policy H2, a financial viability assessment has been submitted in support of the application that
demonstrates that the maximum amount of affordable housing and most appropriate tenure mix would be provided
on site and Policy H2 of the LPP is considered to have been met.

Figure 22b: Floor plans indicating tenure mix with the majority of the affordable units in Block A (Social
rented units are shown in purple, shared ownership units in green and private units in yellow)
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Amendment to Figure 24 and new Figure 24a inserted below:

Figure 24 CGI of balcony detailing and brick banding (Source: Materials Addendum) (updated to reflect brick tone)

Yes

Figure 24a Proposed materials including textured cladding (Source: Materials Addendum)
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New paragraph 11.5s inserted after paragraph 11.5 and new Figure 25a inserted below:
11.5a

In addition to this, the applicant has submitted a Proposed Materials addendum document (dated
November 2020) which includes photographs of a sample of the proposed brick and window frame colour
(see Figure 25a below) and a study of the brickwork colour in the surrounding area. The Council’s Design
Officer is supportive of the proposed buff coloured multi stock brick, which is considered to be a
contemporary response to the traditional stock brick prevalent in the surrounding area but features with
darker flecks to create variation and a white sand dusted finish.

Figure 25a Proposed brick sample, concrete coping and RAL colours for powder coated aluimium window
frames/balconies (Source: Materials Addendum)

No
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Revised Figure 27 inserted :

No

Figure 27: CGI of Block B (foreground) viewed from Fenwick Place (Source: Materials Addendum) (updated to reflect
brick tone)
226

Amendments to para 12.14 and new paragraph 12.14 inserted below:
12.14

Following the ADF review, it found that all habitable rooms meet the target ADF with the isolated exception of two
living/kitchen/dining rooms within Block B (due to a projecting balcony above), units B.00.02 and B.00.03, which
are both to be occupied on a private tenure. However, the ADF is at 1.3% and 1.4% respectively so still
relatively close to target and given that these are the only two isolated rooms not meeting target, the scheme
overall achieves circa 98% meeting target which is considered acceptable in an urban context.

No

12.14a It is recognised that the projecting balconies and deck access aspect of the design may impact internal
daylight to the proposed units but this design arrangement allows circulation space to be situated on the
outside of a building rather than through the middle of it and ensures the dwellings will be dual aspect. In
addition, whilst projecting balconies and deck access might result in impacts to daylighting, the shading
provided has advantages in terms of reducing solar gain and preventing overheating, The benefits of the
balconies and access decks as an overheating mitigation strategy is recognised in the Dynamic
Overheating Assessment submitted in support of this application. The impacts of this design on
daylighting should therefore be understood in the context of a holistic review of the quality of the
accommodation created and the importance of mitigating the impacts of climate change.
236

New paragraph 15.3a inserted after 15.3:

No

15.3a Policy Q10 of the LLP seeks to protect trees of significant amenity, historic or ecological/habitat
conservation value. Policy G7 of the DLP defines existing trees of value as “Category A, B and lesser
category trees where these are considered by the local planning authority to be of importance to amenity
and biodiversity, as defined by BS 5837:2012”. The existing trees on site have not been identified as trees of
importance to amenity and biodiversity and given this, their removal is considered to be acceptable, subject
to suitable mitigation.
242

Revised paragraph 116.7:
16.7

242

No

The site is located within a CPZ and the proposed development proposes no off-street parking. Mindful of the local
high quality public transport links/provision and the need to reduce dependence on private car use in line with LLP
Policy T7, the proposed development would be car free with an obligation secured by a s106 agreement to remove
the eligibility to apply for residential parking permits (future residents relocating from the Fenwick Estate will
retain their eligibility for an estate parking permit).

Final sentence of paragraph 16.11 amended:
A condition (Condition 38) is recommended that details of a refuse and recycling strategy are submitted. Condition 38
has been amended to stipulate that bins must remain in their rightful place within the refuse store except for
when they are being emptied and returned immediately thereafter.
Condition 38 amended to:
Prior to first occupation of the residential units hereby permitted, a Waste and Recycling Management Strategy
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The uses hereby permitted shall

Yes

thereafter be operated in accordance with the approved Waste and Recycling Management Strategy. The
Waste and Recycling Management Strategy will align with the guide for architects and developers on waste
and recycling storage and collection requirements and will confirm that the bins serving the development
hereby approved shall remain in the bin store at all times except for when they are being emptied and once
emptied shall be returned immediately to the bin storage area.
Reason: To ensure suitable provision for the occupiers of the development, to encourage the
sustainable management of waste and to safeguard the visual amenities of the area (policies Q2 and
Q12 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)
242

Revised paragraph 16.12:
16.12

243

The proposal would be car free and the Council’s Transport Officer has confirmed that any increase in trip
generation associated with the proposal is not considered to have significant implications on local highway
network and that public transport network should be able to absorb any net increase given the excellent PTAL
rating. In terms of construction impacts on the network, the applicant has submitted an outline Construction
Logistics Plan (CLP) which provides details about the construction logistics/methods. The outline CLP also includes
measures to control dust and noise and makes a commitment to considerate behaviour and will put in place process
through which local residents can contact the contractor/developer to report any problems.

Revised paragraph 16.15:
16.15

No

No

As discussed above, the proposed development is considered acceptable with regard to transport and highway impacts
subject to the following measures that would mitigate any transport impacts of the proposal:
•

247

Car parking permit free designation for the residential units (although future residents relocating from the
Fenwick Estate will retain their eligibility for an estate parking permit) (Planning obligation)
• 3 year car club membership for each dwelling (Planning obligation)
• Financial contribution of £20,000 towards provision of 2 x blue badge car parking spaces (Planning obligation)
• Enter into a s278 agreement for highways works (Planning obligation)
• Final construction management/logistics plan (Condition 4)
• Details of cycle parking (Condition 37)
• Submission of a waste and refuse recycling strategy (Condition 38)
• Air quality and dust management plan (Condition 5)
Revised paragraph 18.10:
18.10

The application was accompanied by an Air Quality Assessment (AQA) that was reviewed by the Council’s
Sustainability (Air Quality) officer. Concerns were raised that the AQA submitted did not establish the existing site
conditions sufficiently accurately, as diffusion tubes/automatic monitors are not located close enough to the site to be

Yes

representative. Additional modelling has been submitted by the applicant in the form of an Air Quality
Assessment Addendum (dated November 2020) and this demonstrates that the modelled concentrations of
NO2, PM10 and PM2.5 are safe at receptor locations. As a result, the Council’ Air Quality Officer is satisfied
that no mitigation measures are required to achieve a suitable environment for future occupants in terms of
air quality. Conditions are recommended covering an Air Quality and Dust Management Plan and registration of nonroad mobile machinery during construction (Conditions 5 and 6).
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Amendment to Approved Documents listed in draft decision notice:

Yes

Fenwick Place Landscape Enhancements Revision 001 (dated 20.10.2020, prepared by Outerspace); Outline Fire
Safety Strategy - Issue 02 (dated October 2020, prepared by fds consult); Design and Access Statement (dated
October 2020, prepared by Stockwool); Revised Planning Statement (dated October 2020, prepared by Savills);
Daylight and Sunlight Report (dated 28/05/2020, prepared by eb7); Air Quality Assessment (dated May 2020, prepared
by Mayer Brown) and Air Quality Addendum (dated November 2020, prepared by Mayer Brown); Archaeological DeskBased Assessment (dated May 2020, prepared by RPS); Outline Construction Logistics Plan (dated May 2020,
prepared by Ardent) email from Savills containing additional information (dated 21.10.2020); Ecological Walkover
Report (Dated May 2020, Prepared by AAe Environmental consultants); Energy Statement (dated May 2020, prepared
by Hodkinson); Flood Risk Assessment & Drainage Strategy (dated May 2020, prepared by Ardent); Heritage
Statement (ref: NGR 530100 175632, Prepared by MOLA); Landscape Design Report Revision 02 (dated 10.06.2020,
prepared by Outerspace); Noise Assessment (dated May 2020, Prepared by Ardent); Dynamic Overheating
Assessment (dated May 2020, prepared by Hodkinson); Statement of Community Involvement (dated May 2020,
prepared by Your Shout); Sustainability Statement (dated May 2020, prepared by Hodkinson); Transport Statement
(dated May 2020, Prepared by Mayer Brown); Arboricultural Implications Report (Ref: SJA air 19272-01a, prepared by
SJA Trees); Utilities and Servicing Statement (Ref: 193880-03A, prepared by Ardent); Financial Viability Assessment
Report (dated July 2020, prepared by Savills) and Financial Viability Assessment Addendum (dated November 2020,
prepared by Savills) and Materials Addendum (prepared by Stockwool, dated November 2020)

265

Amendment to Condition 38:
Waste and recycling strategy
Prior to first occupation of the residential units hereby permitted, a Waste and Recycling Management Strategy shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The uses hereby permitted shall thereafter be operated
in accordance with the approved Waste and Recycling Management Strategy. The
Waste and Recycling Management Strategy will align with the guide for architects and developers on waste and
recycling storage and collection requirements and will confirm that the bins serving the development hereby approved
shall remain in the bin store at all times except for when they are being emptied and once emptied shall be returned
immediately to the bin storage area.

Yes

Reason: To ensure suitable provision for the occupiers of the development, to encourage the
sustainable management of waste and to safeguard the visual amenities of the area (policies Q2 and
Q12 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)
269

Deletion of Condition 42:
Condition to be removed as it is no longer necessary (as a result of the air quality modelling received)

Yes

